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SOCIAL DISORGANISATION AND SELF-ORGANISED
CULTURAL PRODUCTION IN BELGRADE – BLOWUP

Mirjana Boba Stojadinović
The Belgrade edition of ACTOPOLIS, titled “Formally Informal: Belgrade Self-Organised Cultural Production”,1 is oriented towards questioning the circumstances inwhich we find ourselves today, looking deeply into the practices of culturalprofessionals and their mutual differences and achievements, and trying to avoidimagining we are a unified group and understandable to one another. Because we arenot. Moreover, the more particular and specific each of us is, the more challenging andvital cultural production becomes.The urban cultural sphere in Serbia, particularly in Belgrade, has drasticallyaltered over the past twenty-five years. The internal and external circumstances of thecountry’s statehood have changed due to the demise of SFR Yugoslavia (whose capitalwas Belgrade), civil wars, full international sanctions,2 monetary inflation, hugedemographic changes, civil protests, bombing, the decay of one political regime and itsreplacement with another – and another and again another – territorial fragmentation,a decrease in living standards, economic instability, etc. In the meantime, the contextsthroughout the European continent have themselves been engulfed in turbulentprocesses.In the former Yugoslavia, time is usually referred to as “before” or “after” the1990s. The 1990s tested all aspects of civilisation, and everyone failed. Since 2000 manystate institutions have been closed down in Serbia – some permanently, sometemporarily – including the National Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art, andthe annual October Salon; one can observe the development of an events industry andthe festivalisation of cultural production with an emphasis on amateur and folkloricproductions, and hence a lack of support for process-based professional productions.The official cultural policies express a preference for “cultural institutions” over culturalprofessionals who are not employed in state institutions, creating an atmosphere ofpolarisation – even though everyone is, in fact, underfunded.
1 Even though the term “self-organisation” is ambiguous, it is used here to retain consistency in the

language of a three-year project, applying to a specific spectrum of meanings, some affirmative, some critical.
If at some point after the completion of the project we find a better term to describe what we currently
understand as “self-organised”, the term should definitely be changed.

2 These applied to, among other things, sport, culture, education, and medical supplies.
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Outlining the general circumstances of cultural production not only in Serbia andBelgrade but also on a much wider scale, reveals what one might call “socialdisorganisation”: “a state of society characterized by the breakdown of effective socialcontrol resulting in a lack of functional integration between groups, conflicting socialattitudes, and personal maladjustment.”3 In an attempt to keep up with the tendenciesof Western society, particularly since 2000, most of the social and political concepts inSerbia seem to have been imported as ready-to-use, critically unchecked, and locallyuncalibrated, with an uncanny feeling of a “collective failure of imagination”.4 Thequestion we are going to tackle here is, what kind of urban culture survived thischicanery, and what substance and significance does it retain today?The Belgrade edition of the ACTOPOLIS project lands in this particular urban(art) context. It is focused on the specificities of relevant non-institutional culturalproduction manifested in performative research. The programme brings togetherfourteen artists, art groups, activists, and cultural practitioners of very differentorientations, whose practices resonate with the questions of what, how, and for whomcritical urban culture is produced in times of ongoing crisis, refracted through self-organised methodologies. What characterises the economy of cultural independence inSerbia fifteen years after the beginning of the century and twenty-five years after thecountry’s social meltdown? What is the critical potential of self-organisation in culturalpractices? To what extent can self-organisation secure the autonomy of thought andaction in the arts? To what extent is self-organisation an alternative to non-functionalinstitutions and what role does neo-liberalism play in this?The Goethe-Institut Belgrad, as the co-producer of ACTOPOLIS, came up withtwo lines of production: on the one hand, City Guerilla (Gradska Gerila)/Goethe Guerilla(GG) and Urban Incubator (UI) – both masterfully coordinated by Zorica Milisavljević –and on the other, a selection I curated and coordinated.The participation of GG and UI in Formally Informal was focused on anexploration of what they had achieved so far and the outlook for future productions.They also used the ACTOPOLIS temporary venue to test their practices in a newenvironment, other than Savamala, and did a number of performances, talks, andpresentations during the first two weeks of May.In selecting my projects, I invited artists or cultural practitioners who wereintentionally chosen to express a high degree of diversity and to bring the differentmicro-politics of cultural production within the scope of the project, shedding light onBelgrade’s heterogeneous cultural practices and their impact on current economic,
3 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/social%20disorganization
4 Martha Rosler, “Culture Class: Art, Creativity, Urbanism, Part II”, e-flux journal 23 (March 2011).
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social, and political conditions: Will it ever be possible to attain an overview of thecurrent cultural climate and its production, or will it remain just a vague andfragmented image of another turbulent era, as lasting and trying as this one? How doesthe lack of state policy in culture and the social (or otherwise) position of the arts reflectin contemporary urban culture?Before the programme was publicly presented, the participants and I wentthrough an internal process of negotiating our individual positions. Over several monthswe fostered unlikely alliances – the intentional temporality of the project’s spatialformat reflected the temporality of the group.Instead of using the existing venues or spaces for culture that bear a distinct auraof their founders, managers, artists, and audiences, a conscious decision was made tostage Formally Informal primarily in a rented ground-floor apartment space in thehistorical urban neighbourhood of Dorćol – which is currently going through a processof gentrification – throughout May 2016, when the majority of the programmeshappened.The apartment itself is part of a post–World War I house. Though a hybrid space,it had never before been used for culture and most likely never would be again. It was aneutral ground for everyone, where a unique bunch of project participants andaudiences intersected with each other. We were experimenting with the possibility ofcommunicating while occupying5 this temporary space together. It was curious that allthe exhibits, performances, and discussions were carefully layered and amalgamatedone with the other, day after day – not least on the physical level, within the space.6A few programmes happened outside the apartment, in public squares, inalternative underground cultural centres like Matrijaršija, or even in a private house inthe outer suburbs of Belgrade. The other Belgrade independent venues that directlyrelate to the project – Magacin u Kraljevića Marka (MKM8), Remont Gallery, Art SpaceU10, Oktobar, Kvaka 22, Cultural Centre Grad, and the Centre for CulturalDecontamination – are scattered all over the city.The response the individual artists and activists gave to the overall theme ofFormally Informal was very different, in keeping with the initial idea. Some of theparticipants tried to pinpoint the agency we use in facing the discontinuation of cultureas we know it (Ristić, Radić, Cvetković, Sekulić/Đorđević, and Nikolić), othersperformed their practices (Vučetić, Radoš/Karić, U10, and Cvetić), while a third group
5 See Hito Steyerl, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life”, e-flux journal 30 (December

2011), http://www.e-flux.com/journal/art-as-occupation-claims-for-an-autonomy-of-life-12/.
6 Recordings of all the discussions (*in Serbian) can be listened to here:

https://www.mixcloud.com/actopolis2016/.
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used activist means to address relationships established on the outer limits of thecultural field (Milikić/Kurepa, KURS, and Ramujkić/Treister).
Irena Ristić questioned the essence of the notion of “self-organisation” framingthe Formally Informal project through which she examined the potential ofcontemporary cultural practices of collectivity, togetherness, and commons versusindividual endeavours. Nikola Radić Lucati and Marijana Cvetković questioned theconditions that allowed the appearance of practices that we today call “self-organised”,spanning the period from the beginning of the 1990s to the mid-2000s. Aleksandra

Sekulić/Ivica Đorđević elucidated one of the curious phenomena coming out of thesecircumstances, while Aleksandar Nikolić produced a current map of Belgrade’s visualarts venues and their programmes, where there is no distinction made between thosefounded by a government body (be it local, state, or foreign) and the alternative,marginal, and experimental ones. Anica Vučetić, Marija Radoš/Miroslav Karić, the
Art Collective U10, and Mariela Cvetić performed the artistic positions and practicesof different generations in a variety of ways. Nebojša Milikić/Tadej Kurepa, KURS,
and Vahida Ramujkić/Noa Treister each negotiated particular social issues from theirartist-activist position. As it happened, all of them claimed group authorship.In addition, Sandra Stojanović, one of the younger generation of Belgrade’s visualartists, produced a series of critical blogs about the ACTOPOLIS Belgrade programme.Throughout the project, revealing contradictions emerged – leftist artists arguingfor unequal payment; precarious workers advocating the corporate system ofproduction; public discussions that faced away from the interested audience; a critiqueof a self-(un)reflexivity that excludes one’s own position . . . Then again, some of theambiguities in the project were brought out intentionally as a means to question theboundaries of the field being researched, like inhabiting a private apartment space in anarea that is currently undergoing gentrification or producing a project on self-organisation in the context of a large-scale national institution such as the Goethe-Institut.Formally Informal was an attempt by non-institutional individuals – most oftencultural professionals and activists who are not satisfied with the system (and systemicframework) they find themselves part of7 – to articulate a sense of urgency tocommunicate through forms of culture and art that are oriented towards the public,from the bottom up. One could say that on a day-to-day basis these relations produce anon-commercial cultural climate of self-empowerment.

7 Pinning down “the system” is indeed a treacherous task, but one could say that it is precisely this
diffuseness and inconsistency that today’s system is based on . . .
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Within the project, the notion of self-organisation itself was highly stimulatingand left no one indifferent: greeted with scorn, opposition, and denial at the outset, overtime it became more comprehensible but also tended towards the more or lessuncritical assimilation of the concept of self-organisation. The outcomes of the project’shighly intentional openness were often treated as incidental. In this way, some of theparticipants in turn censored the framework that hosted their works and projects –similar to the censorship their independent/self-organised cultural production hadbeen subjected to in the past by the bodies in power – overlooking the significantcontribution they made to the cultural scene. Having said that, invaluable support inunderstanding the topic came from the most unexpected quarters.8One of the biggest crossroads we encountered in trying to reach anunderstanding of the practice of self-organisation was the question of whether self-organising empowers one to be artistically proactive or whether it can also denote theinner power to face adverse circumstances with schemes that are less pretentious andproject-like. Self-organisation is definitely not a recipe for a self-sufficient system.Rather, it offers a certain distrust of options offered to us by the state or thecorporations (of late, it is ever more difficult to separate these) – a drop of our owncynicism as an antidote to the growing cynicism and mistrust that surround us at everypossible level, including disseminated mass self-organisation, which, it would appear, isprecariously self-exploitative.The term “self-organisation” is often identified as a neo-liberal term of alienationfrom the welfare state and a path of brutish one-way commercialisation of the arts. Yet,could it be reconceived as a daily practice for individuals (or, even better, a “multitudeof singularities”9) resisting ongoing processes of monopolisation in the arts and culture?Could self-organisation in such a case become a means of autonomy, opposed to the lossof the individual voice through its concealment in/by the crowd? The dilemma we faceshould definitely not be this: Should I exploit myself or should somebody else do it? Inthis way self-organised cultural production is forced into a particular methodology as ameans to resist circumstances.Formally Informal was not developed as some kind of consolidation plan for thecontemporary cultural production in Serbia – and even less as a plan of action.Essentially, Formally Informal opened up a space of reflection that is otherwise difficult
8 Not least from artists and curators Renée Turner, Simon Kentgens, and Jason E. Bowman, and art-

historian and journalist Snežana Stamenković. I regret in the end not having been able to host writers and
curators Jan Verwoert and Federica Bueti in the project, whose contributions would have been vital in the
general discussion.

9 These ideas draw inspiration from, among other things, the conceptual practices of the “artist in the
first person” from the 1970s, which convey the vulnerability and exposure experienced by singularities – rather
like Agamben’s “whatever singularities”.
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to find. The project examined ways in which artistic and activist agency deals withnewly found circumstances questioning the overall frame that subdues or appearshighly unfavourable to the slowly developing (which is not necessarily a bad thing)cultural production of an essentially modernist heritage. What is today’s economy ofcreative, critical, and intellectual needs and their conditions of production?
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Further reading:
Documentary video on ACTOPOLIS Belgrade – longer version:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edRm1UYAnx4; shorter version:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YO6H-xdre0.Blagojević, Jelisaveta, Politike nemislivog: Uvod u ne-fašistički život (Belgrade:Centar za medije i komunikacije, FMK, Univerzitet Singidunum, 2014).Boym, Svetlana, TheFuture of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001).Ćurčić, Branka, “Autonomous Spaces of Deregulation and Critique: Is aCooperation with Neoliberal Art Institutions Possible?”, in “Progressive Institutions”,

Transversal (June 2007), http://eipcp.net/transversal/0407/curcic/en. See also BorisBuden’s commentary.Denegri, Ješa, Opstanak umetnosti u vremenu krize (Belgrade: Cicero, 2004).Hebert, Stine and Anne Szefer Karlsen (eds.), Self-Organised (London/Bergen:Open editions/ Hordaland Kunstsenter, 2013).Hubeli, Ernst, “City-culture versus City of Culture?”, in M City: European
Cityscapes(Graz: Kunsthaus Graz, 2006).Jakšić, Jasna, et al., From Consideration to Commitment: Art in Critical
Confrontation to Society (Belgrade, Ljubljana, Skopje, Zagreb: 1990–2010), e-bookproduced as part of the LTCA project implemented by SEEcult.org (Belgrade, Serbia), incollaboration with Artservis.org (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Forum Skopje (Skopje, Macedonia[FYROM]), and Kulutrpunkt.hr (Zagreb, Croatia),http://inseecp.blogspot.gr/2011/04/e-book-art-in-critical-confrontation-to.html.Karić, Miroslav, and Marija Radoš, “Actopolis Belgrade / Studija individualnogslučaja”, Supervizuelna: Magazine for Contemporary Art (blog; 21 September 2016),http://www.supervizuelna.com/actopolis-belgrade-studija-individualnog-slucaja/.Mickov, Biljana, Kulturna transformacija grada (Novi Sad: Zavod za kulturuVojvodine 2015).Montman, Nina (ed.), Art and Its Institutions: Current Conflicts, Critique and
Collaborations (London: Black Dog Publishing, 2006).Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London/New York:Routledge, 1996).Ristić, Irena, “Ka novim vidovima samoorganizacije: superstrukcija imodelovanje lokalne kulturne scene” (forthcoming).Rosler, Martha, “Culture Class: Art, Creativity, Urbanism (Part I, Part II, Part III)”,
e-flux journal 21 (December 2010), 23 (March 2011), and 25 (May 2011).
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Stamenković, Snežana, “Actopolis Beograd”, Supervizuelna: Magazine forContemporary Art (blog; 26 October 2016), http://www.supervizuelna.com/actopolis-beograd-3/.Stanković, Maja, Fluidni kontekst:Kontekstualne prakse u savremenoj umetnosti(Belgrade: FMK, Univerzitet Singidunum, 2015).Steyerl, Hito, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life”, e-flux
journal 30, (December 2011).———, “Freedom from Everything: Freelancers and Mercenaries”, e-flux
journal 41, (January 2013).


